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Thank you for the cooperation and assistance extended to the audit staff on this engagement
and your continued support of the audit program in Egypt.

The report contains one recommendation for your action. A final management decision has
been reached for this recommendation. Please provide notice within 30 days of the actions
taken to implement the recommendation.

FROM: RIG/A/C, Lou Mundy

:MEMORANDUM

u.s. Mailing Address
USAID-RIGIA/C Unit 64902

APO AE 09839-4902
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• Were USAID/Egypt's water and wastewater activities making satisfactory progress toward
achieving the intended benefits? (Pages 2 and 3)

The Office of the Regional Inspector General/Cairo performed an audit to answer the following
audit objectives:

• Did USAID/Egypt, for its water and wastewater actIvItIes, implement planning and
performance measurement systems in accordance with Agency directives?

The answers to the audit objectives are qualified to the extent of the effect, if any, of not having
received appropriate written representations for the audit from USAID/Egypt officials directly
responsible for the audited activities. (Appendix I)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
II

Effective October 1, 1995, USAID/Egypt began using a "re-engineered" planning and
performance measurement system. This system is designed to focus management attention on
results while permitting USAID personnel considerable flexibility to choose the most appropriate
means of achieving planned results. The system is also designed to help meet the requirements
of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, a law which requires Federal agencies
to prepare strategic plans, establish performance indicators, and report annually on their
performance in achieving planned results. (Page 2)

With respect to the first audit objective, the audit showed that USAIDlEgypt's strategic plan and
annual plans established a strategic objective for water and wastewater activities which was
consistent with and contributed to the Agency's strategic framework. Also, USAID/Egypt
established performance indicators which were direct, objective, practical, and unidimensional.
While it has not yet used information collected and reported through the results review and
resource request process, USAID/Egypt has used performance information from other sources
(e.g., site visits, meetings, and contractor reports) to enhance program effectiveness. However,
for its water and wastewater activities, USAIDlEgypt had not developed a system for collecting
and reporting accurate performance information. We concluded that information reported for 52
of 144 items tested was not accurate. Several steps need to be taken to permit accurate
information to be collected and reported in the future. (Pages 4 through 9)

With respect to the second audit objective, USAID/Egypt's water and wastewater activities were
making satisfactory progress toward achieving the intended benefits, in all significant respects.
'Important benefits included construction of water and wastewater treatment plants and improved
distribution and collection systems, as well as managerial improvements in the organizations
which operate these facilities. (Pages 10 and 11)
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The report recommends that USAID/Egypt correct the inaccurate information discussed in this
report for those indicators which the mission plans to continue to use; assign responsibility for
collecting and reporting performance information to specific individuals; provide more specific
instructions and definitions to the individuals and organizations responsible for providing
information; and arrange for verification of the accuracy of reported information. (Page 6)

USAID/Egypt stated that some inaccuracies in reported information were unintentionally caused
by trying to fit specific indicators for activities dating back 14 years or more into the newly
formulated strategic objective. To implement the report recommendation, the mission plans to
hire a contractor to verify the information reported in its results review and resource request
dated March 1997 and develop a plan for collecting and reporting accurate information in the
future; correct inaccuracies in the results review and resource request dated March 1997; assign
specific responsibilities for collecting and reporting information to its staff, contractors, and
GOE personnel; and provide more specific instructions for collecting and reporting information
to the responsible parties. The mission's proposed corrective actions are responsive to the
recommendation. Accordingly, a final management decision has been reached for the
recommendation. (Page 12 and Appendix II)

ofF 1J-It-t~!>pJn ~~
Office of the Inspector General
June 30, 1997
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1, A glossary of terms used in this report is included in Appendix III.

One of the strategic objectives l in USAID/Egypt's strategic plan is strategic objective 6,
"increased access to and sustainability of water and wastewater services." The strategic plan
identifies three intennediate results which are being pursued to support achievement of the
strategic objective: improved recovery of operation and maintenance costs, improved
decentralized utility management, and improved capacity to deliver services. The specific water
and wastewater projects financed by USAID/Egypt are described below:

Project Start and Purpose
End Dates

Alexandria Wastewater August 1979 To expand and develop sustainable
System Expansion Project December 1997 wastewater collection, treatment, and

disposal facilities in Alexandria.

Provincial Cities Development August 1982 To improve and expand the water and
Project August 1997 wastewater systems in the cities of

Fayoum, Beni Suef, and Minia, and to
assist the cities in planning, budgeting for,
constructing, and maintaining urban
infrastructure.

Cairo Sewerage II Project September 1984 To expand and develop sustainable
September 1998 wastewater collection, treatment, and

disposal facilities on the West Bank of
Cairo.

Canal Cities Water and September 1987 To provide sustainable water and
Wastewater Phase II Project August 1999 wastewater services and facilities in the

cities of Suez, Ismailia, and Port Said, and
to strengthen the institutional capabilities
of the Suez Canal Authority and the three
municipalities.

Cairo Water \I Project September 1988 To rehabilitate and expand water
December 1997 transmission and distribution facilities in

central Cairo and strengthen the
institutional capabilities of the General
Organization for Greater Cairo Water
Supply.
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Project Start and Purpose
End Dates

Secondary Cities Development September 1994 To expand and develop sustainable water
Project September 2004 and wastewater systems in selected urban

centers of Egypt.

These projects are managed by USAID/Egypt's Development Resources Directorate/Urban
Administration and Development Office, with assistance from other offices in the mission. As
of December 31, 1996, $1.7 billion had been spent for these projects. More information on the
financial status of the projects is included in Appendix IV.

Effective October 1, 1995, USAID/Egypt began using policies and procedures in USAID's
Automated Directives System, which outline a "re-engineered" planning and performance
measurement system. The mission is in the process of transitioning existing projects and
activities to the new system. The system requires USAID missions to develop strategic plans,
establish annual targets, and report annually on the results achieved in a document called the
"results review and resource request," or R4. This system is designed to focus management
attention on results while permitting USAID personnel considerable flexibility to choose the most
appropriate means of achieving planned results. The system is also designed to help meet the
requirements of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, a law which requires
Federal agencies to prepare strategic plans, establish performance indicators, and report annually
on their performance in achieving planned results.

Audit Objectives

The Office of the Regional Inspector General for Audit/Cairo conducted an audit of
USAID/Egypt's water and wastewater activities to answer the following audit objectives:

• Did USAID/Egypt, for its water and wastewater activities, implement planning and
performance measurement systems in accordance with Agency directives?

In answering this objective, we determined whether USAID/Egypt:

•

•

•

•

developed a strategic plan and an annual plan which were consistent with the
Agency's strategic framework;

developed performance indicators which were direct, objective, practical, and
unidimensional;

developed a system for collecting and reporting accurate performance
information; and

used performance information to enhance program effectiveness.

2
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• Were USAID/Egypt's water and wastewater activities making satisfactory progress
toward achieving the intended benefits?

Additional information on the audit scope and methodology is included in Appendix 1. As is
discussed in more detail in Appendix I, to verify information collected and reported by
USAID/Egypt, we traced the information collected and reported by USAID/Egypt to
documentary evidence such as financial statements, ledgers, and other records kept by
Government of Egypt organizations. However, we did not audit these financial statements,
ledgers, and other records, to verify that they were accurate.

3
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REPORT OF
AUDIT FINDINGS

The answers to the following audit objectives are qualified to the extent of the effect, if any, of
not having received appropriate written representations for the audit from USAID/Egypt officials
directly responsible for the audited activities. Appendix I contains a discussion of this
qualification.

Did USAID/Egypt, for its water and wastewater activities, implement planning and
performance measurement systems in accordance with Agency directives?

Except for developing a system for collecting and reporting accurate performance information,
USAID/Egypt, for its water and wastewater activities, implemented planning and performance
measurement systems in accordance with Agency directives. The following sections discuss
USAIDiEgypt's efforts to (1) develop a strategic plan and an annual plan which were consistent
with the Agency's strategic plan; (2) develop performance indicators which were direct, objective,
practical, and unidimensional; (3) develop a system for collecting and reporting accurate
performance information; and (4) use performance information to enhance program effectiveness.
Certain minor problems are discussed in a separate letter to USAID/Egypt.

1. Strategic plan and annual plan

USAID/Egypt's strategic plan (dated April 1996) and annual plans·(that is, annual targets included
in its results review and resource request (R4) dated May 2, 1996, in a revised R4 dated
September 23, 1996, and in a draft R4 dated February 5, 1997) articulated a strategic objective
for water and wastewater activities which was consistent with and contributed to the Agency's
strategic framework:

Agency goal 4 Environment managed for
long-term sustainability

t
Agency objective 4.3: Sustainable

urbanization promoted and pollution
prevented

i
USAID/Egypt strategic objective 6:

Increased access to and sustainability of
water and wastewater services

4



We also verified that plausible cause-and-effect relationships existed between the water and
wastewater activities supported by USAID/Egypt, the intermediate results, and the strategic
objective. We concluded that these relationships did in fact exist.

2. Performance indicators

For its water and wastewater activities, USAID/Egypt established performance indicators in
accordance with Section E203.5.5(1) of the Automated Directives System, which requires that
performance indicators be direct, objective, practical, and unidimensional.

The performance indicators devised by USAID/Egypt for the water and wastewater sector were
first described in its R4 dated May 2, 1996. The R4 was revised on September 23, 1996 and
was in the process of being revised again in February 1997, when we began our audit. We
reviewed the 14 performance indicators included in the draft R4 dated February 5, 1997. This
review showed that, in all significant respects, the performance indicators were direct, objective,
practical, and unidimensional.

3. Accurate performance information

For its water and wastewater activities, USAID/Egypt had not developed a system for collecting
and reporting accurate performance information. We reviewed the information reported by
USAID/Egypt in its results review and resource requests (R4s) dated May 2, 1996 and
September 23, 1996, as well as a draft R4 dated February 5, 1997. We concluded that the
information reported for 52 of 144 items tested was not accurate. Several steps need to be taken
to permit accurate information to be collected and reported in the future. Details are provided
in the following section.

A system for collecting and reporting accurate information is needed

USAID operating units are required to critically assess the data they are using to monitor
pcri'olmance to ensure that they are of reasonable quality. This was not done for the information
collected and reported by USAID/Egypt on its water and wastewater activities. After verifying
information reported by USAID/Egypt in its R4s dated May 2, 1996 and September 23, 1996,
as well as a draft R4 dated February 5, 1997, we concluded that the information reported for
52 of 144 items tested was not accurate (that is, the information did not reflect the underlying
documentary evidence within a range of plus or minus 5 percent.). The most important factors
contributing to inaccuracies were: (1) responsibility for collecting and reporting information was
not assigned to specific individuals, (2) performance indicator definitions and instructions were
not sufficiently detailed, and (3) the information collected was not verified. As a result of the
inaccuracies found, the information will be of limited use for making decisions unless it is
corrected.

5
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Recommendation No.1 We recommend that USAID/Egypt:

1.1 correct the inaccurate information discussed in· this report for those
performance indicators which the mission plans to continue to use;

1.2 assign responsibility for collecting and reporting performance information to
specific individuals;

1.3 provide more specific instructions and definitions to the individuals and
organizations responsible for providing information; and

1.4 arrange for verification of the accuracy of reported information.

Section 203.5.5e of USAID's Automated Directives System states that "the Agency and its
operating units shall, at regular intervals, critically assess the data they are using to monitor
performance to insure they are of reasonable quality and accurately reflect the process or
phenomenon they are being used to measure." We considered reported information to be
accurate if it reflected the underlying documentary evidence within a range of plus or minus 5
percent. When variances between reported information and the underlying evidence exceeded
this range, we considered the. information to be inaccurate.

As the tables in Appendix V show, we verified information reported by USAID/Egypt in its R4s
dated May 2, 1996 and September 23, 1996, as well as a draft R4 dated February 5, 1997. We
concluded that the information reported for 52 of 144 items tested was not accurate. In addition,
33 items were unsupported (this includes items where there was no evidence to support the
reported value and items where the reported value was obviously incorrect but it was not
practical to obtain the correct value).

R4 Items Tested Items Items Items
Accurately Inaccurately Unsupported
Reported Reported

Draft R4 dated 52 15 18 19
February 5,
1997

R4 dated 46 23 16 7
September 23,
1996

R4 dated May 2, 46 21 18 7
1996

Summary totals 144 59 52 33

6



There were at least three factors which made it difficult for the mission to collect and report
accurate information. First, the mission had not assigned responsibility for collecting and
reporting performance information to specific individuals. For the R4s dated May 2, 1996 and
September 23, 1996, USAID/Egypt did not undertake any specific data collection effort: instead,
the Director of the Urban Administration and Development Office filled in the R4s based on
information already available to him. For the draft R4 dated February 5, 1997, USAID/Egypt
relied on a contractor to help develop performance indicators and obtain performance
information from the GOE water and wastewater organizations. However, there are no plans
to have this contractor participate in future data gathering efforts, and roles for collecting and
reporting information have not been assigned to USAID staff, USAID-financed contractors, or
GOE water and wastewater organizations.

The second factor which made it difficult to collect and report accurate information was that
some performance indicators were not clearly defined and the instructions provided to the water
and wastewater organizations were not sufficiently detailed. For example, one indicator was
"percent of capital development and replacement budget based on utility's planning system."
We were told that this indicator was supposed to measure the extent to which the water and
wastewater organizations, rather than the central government, took the lead in planning and
developing budgets for capital projects. But most of the water and wastewater organizations did
not understand what, exactly, USAID was asking them to report on and so they either did not
report at all on this indicator or they reported extraneous information which did not relate to the
indicator. Another indicator was "percent of total staff involved in operations and maintenance
service." Several organizations did not report on this indicator because they did not understand
what, exactly, USAID/Egypt wanted them to report.

A related problem was that some performance indicators were defined different ways within the
same document. For example, in theR4s dated May 2, 1996 and September 23, 1996, one
indicator variously defined as the "number of water treatment plants and reservoirs," the
"number of plants, reservoirs, and pumping-stations constructed by USAID," and the "number
of water treatment plants and reservoirs or enhanced distribution systems." Another indicator
was defined in one place 'as the "number of sewerage treatment plants constructed by USAID"
and in another place as the "number of sewerage treatment plants or enhanced collection and
treatment systems."

Another reason for the lack of clarity was that the section of the R4s entitled "method/approach
of data collection" was not appropriately used to explain how the information would be gathered
and where it would come from. Instead, it was used to explain why USAID/Egypt wanted the
information.

The lack of clarity in some of the indicators was compounded by a lack of detailed reporting
instructions. The instructions provided to the water and wastewater organizations did not
address several issues such as the following:

• For the performance indicator "tariff revenue as percent of operating and maintenance
costs," the instructions did not specify whether tariff revenue reported should be the
amount collected or the amount billed. To illustrate the magnitude of the difference,

7
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during the year ending June 30, 1995, the Cairo water authority billed the equivalent of
$50.0 million but collected the equivalent of only $30.7 million. 2

• The reporting instructions defined "operating and maintenance costs" as expenses under
chapter 1 and chapter 2 of the Government of Egypt budget, excluding interest and fees.
However, this definition seriously understated true operating costs in some cases because
governorates control several other sources of funds that they use to pay operating
expenses. We estimate that including these other sources of funds could increase
reported operation and maintenance expenses by nearly 100 percent. We believe that
identifying all of the sources of funds and how they should be classified will require a
major effort by USAID/Egypt or its contractors.

• Another indicator, "percent of total operating and maintenance cost covered by retained
revenues," defined retained revenues as total revenue. This was not a sufficient
definition because it did not explain how to treat several unusual items sometimes
considered by Egyptian government organizations to be components of revenue. One
such item is the savings computed when items such as office furniture are manufactured
internally at a cost below the cost of purchasing the items on the open market. Another
such item is the rental cost avoided by an organization which owns a building and
therefore does not need to pay rent. A final example is the interest cost avoided when
an organization uses its own funds to finance operations rather than borrowing funds
frorn a bank. These and similar items are not considered revenue under generally
accepted accounting standards, but they were counted as revenue by the Cairo water
authority. The total amount of such items during the year ending June 30, 1995 was
$9.4 million, or 20 percent of the total revenue of $46.5 million excluding these items.

The third factor which made it difficult to collect and report accurate information was that the
mission did not assess the quality of the information that was collected and reported; nor did it
arrange to verify any of the data. The need· for an "audit trail" was not communicated to the
organizations which provided information. That is, the organizations were not told that they
should be able to show where the reported information came from and how it was calculated.
Several people involved in the data collection effort were under the impression that the purpose
of the data collection effort was to establish a process and practice collecting information (that
is, they thought it was a "dry run"). They did not expect that the information would actually
be used and therefore they did not apply high standards of accuracy.

Because certain information collected and reported by USAID/Egypt was not accurate, it will
be of limited use for making decisions unless it is corrected. USAID/Egypt needs to correct the
errors discussed in this report for those performance indicators which it plans to continue to use.
It also needs to undertake a sustained effort to improve the quality of information collected and
reported. This effort, which will require substantial resources and effort, should include
assigning responsibility for collecting and reporting performance information to specific
individuals and organizations, providing more specific instructions and definitions to the

2 Throughout this report. Egyptian pounds are converted to U.S. dollars at an exchange rate of LE 3.40 to

$1.00.
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individuals and organizations responsible for providing information, and arranging for
verification of reported information.

4. Using performance information to enhance program effectiveness

Although it has not yet used infonnation collected and reported through the R4 process, because
only one year of information has been obtained for each perfonnance indicator, USAID/Egypt
has used performance information from other sources, for many years, to enhance program
effectiveness.

USAID/Egypt has not yet used information from its R4s because only one year of information
(i.e., baseline data) has been collected for each of the indicators. 3 However, the mission had
available to it information from other sources, such as reports from contractors and frequent
meetings and site visits. After reviewing the means that the mission used to monitor its water
and wastewater projects and the status of these projects, we concluded that, when the mission
learned of issues and problems affecting its water and wastewater program, it took action to
address them.

For example, one issue affecting the sustainability of infrastructure improvements in the cities
of Minia, Beni Suef, and Fayoum was the need to establish autonomous, self-sufficient utility
organizations in the cities. To address this need, the mission arranged for a contractor to work
with two of the cities to develop plans to achieve self-sufficiency within 5 to 7 years. A longer
term activity to support progress toward managerial and financial self-sufficiency is being
designed by the mission now. As another example, when faced with slow progress in increasing
wastewater revenues in Alexandria, the mission conditioned support for studies relating to
further expansion of the wastewater system in Alexandria upon action by the Alexandria
wastewater authority to raise service fees and tariffs to a level that would pennit the utility to
earn revenues of approximately $6.6 million per year. The utility exceeded this level of revenue
during the year ending June 30, 1996. As a final example, USAID/Egypt recognized the need
for sustainable operation of USAID-financed wastewater treatment plants in the cities of Suez,
Ismailia, and Port Said. With the mission's backing, the Suez Canal Authority, an organization
with a large degree of managerial autonomy and a superior financial record, agreed to operate
these plants on behalf of the cities.

3 The first R4, dated May 2, 1996, included baseline data for the year ending June 30, 1996 for 15
performance indicators (as well as 5 indicators for which no data were reported). Subsequently, the mission
submitted a revised R4, dated September 23, 1996, which included revised baseline data for the year ending June 30,
1996 for the same 15 indicators. At the beginning of our audit, the mission prepared a draft R4, dated February 5,
1997, which presented baseline data for the year ending June 30, 1995 for a new set of 14 performance indicators.
Up to this point, only one year of information was available for each performance indicator. During the audit, the
mission issued a final R4, dated March 1997, which presented data for the years ending June 30. 1995 and 1996 for
a new set of 26 performance indicators. We did not perform a detailed review of the information in the last R4
because it Was not finished until the audit field work was nearly complete:

9
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Were USAID/Egypt's water and wastewater activities making satisfactory
progress toward achieving the intended benefits?

USAID/Egypt's water and wastewater activities were making satisfactory progress toward
achieving the intended benefits, in all significant respects.

We did not assess progress toward achieving strategic objective 6, "increased access to and
sustainability of water and wastewater services" because USAID/Egypt has one year of data
available for each of the related performance indicators. Instead, we assessed progress toward
achieving the intended purpose of each water or wastewater project, using the information
available from USAID/Egypt, the Government of Egypt, and contractors working under the
projects.

USAID/Egypt's water and wastewater projects, their purposes, and their start and end dates are
listed on pages 1 and 2 of this report. The following paragraphs describe the progress of each
project, as of December 31, 1996, toward achieving the intended purpose.

Under the Alexandria Wastewater System Expansion Project, which was in the final year of its
18-year project life, two wastewater treatment plants, a sludge dewatering facility, and seven
pump stations were built or rehabilitated. Collectors, tunnels, and undercrossings were also
constructed under the project. While this physical infrastructure was completed by 1993, USAID
continued providing assistance to help plan a further expansion of the wastewater system and to
help the Alexandria wastewater authority improve its management practices and function as an
autonomous utility. The wastewater authority has significantly increased revenues to help meet
its operating expenses. According to the authority's financial statements, revenues increased
,from 28 percent to 84 percent of operating expenses excluding depreciation during the years
ending June 30, 1995 and 1996. The latter percentage was close to the target for that year of
100 percent coverage of operating expenses excluding depreciation. Other targets relating to
creation of an autonomous utility organization remain to be achieved, however.

Under the Provincial Cities Development Project, which was in the last year of its 15-year life,
three water treatment plants and several smaller subprojects such as pump stations and storage
tanks were built. USAID/Egypt also provided limited institutional strengthening assistance to
the cities participating in the project. A contractor prepared an institutional assessment and a
time-phased plan for developing self-sustaining utility organizations in these cities within five
to seven years. The contractor also, in cooperation with the cities, began installing meters for
commercial customers which, according to USAID/Egypt, led to revenue increases of 11 to 20
percent in the cities.

The Cairo Sewerage II Project was about 87 percent of the way through the 14-year project life.
Two wastewater treatment plants, nine pump stations, and 87 kilometers of collectors, culverts,
and force mains were constructed under the project. IJ;lstitutional strengthening assistance was
provided to the Cairo wastewater authority but relatively little progress had been made toward
creating a self-sustaining, autonomous utility organization.

10



The Canal Cities II Project was in the tenth year of its planned 12-year project life. Under the
project, construction of two wastewater treatment plants was substantially completed and
construction of a third wastewater treatment plant was approximately 85 percent completed as
of December 31, 1996. A program of institutional assistance to the Suez Canal Authority and
the cities of Suez, Ismailia, and Port Said was also completed. The most important result of this
program was a commitment by the Suez Canal Authority to operate the new wastewater
treatment plants.

Under the Cairo Water II Project, which was in the last year of its planned nine-year project
life, new transmission and distribution lines, four reservoirs, two pump stations, and a water
quality laboratory were constructed. Institutional strengthening assistance financed by
USAID/Egypt helped the Cairo water authority strengthen management and administration and
take steps toward financial viability. For example, a new multi-year tariff schedule was
approved by the local popular council, including a 20 percent water tariff increase which became
effective in September 1996. Pilot projects at several locations were undertaken to test the
feasibility of approaches to improve revenue collection and reduce expenses. Also, steps were
taken toward developing a long-term business strategy for the organization.

The Secondary Cities Project was in the third year of its planned lO-year project life. Action
plans were developed which specify the policy reforms to be undertaken for each city to become
eligible for construction of improved water and wastewater infrastructure. Two of the cities
participating in the project (Mansoura and Aswan) had made good progress toward implementing
the agreed-upon reforms. Autonomous water and wastewater organizations were established,
and the cities had improved revenue collection and taken other steps toward more sustainable
operations. Design of the physical plant to be built in the cities participating in the project was
underway and was expected to be complete by July 1997.

11
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTS
AND OUR EVALUATION

Regarding Recommendation No. 1.1, which was that USAID/Egypt "correct the inaccurate
information discussed in this report for those performance indicators which the mission plans
to continue to use," the mission stated that the inaccurate information discussed in the audit
report was unintentionally caused by trying to fit indicators for activities dating back 14 years
or more into the newly formulated strategic objective. The mission planned to hire a contractor
to verify the information reported in its results review and resource request (R4) dated March
1997 and then correct the inaccurate information in the R4.

With respect to Recommendation No. 1.2, which was that the mission "assign responsibility for
collecting and reporting performance information to specific individuals," USAID/Egypt stated
that the contractor would "identify cognizant individuals and positions within the utility
organizations to be assigned the responsibility for collecting and reporting performance
information." The mission also planned to assign specific responsibilities to mission staff and
contractors.

In response to Recommendation No. 1.3, which was that the mission "provide more specific
instructions and definitions to the individuals and organizations responsible for providing
information," USAID/Egypt stated that the contractor will provide instructions to the individuals
and organizations responsible for reporting performance information.

Finally, reg'arding Recommendation No. 1.4, which was that USAID/Egypt "arrange for
verification of the accuracy of reported information," the mission stated that the contractor
would:

Establish a regular monitoring and review plan to verify and report on the
accuracy of information. The Plan should identify controls to be tested, source
documents to be reviewed, and formal authentications to be verified. The Plan
should also allow for redetermining the level of reliability of each source
document on a periodic basis.

The actions planned by the mission are responsive and therefore a final management decision
has been reached on the recommendation.

12
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Appendix I
Page 1 of 3

SCOPE AND
METHODOLOGY

Scope

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
These standards require auditors to obtain written representations from management when they
deem them useful. The Office of Inspector General deems such representations necessary to
support potentially positive findings. USAID/Egypt's Director provided us a management
representation letter for the audit that contained essential assertions about the activities we
audited. However, USAID/Egypt officials directly responsible for these activities did not
provide written representations. As a result, our answers to the audit objectives are qualified
to the extent of the effect, if any, of not having such representations.

The audit field work was performed from February 3, 1997 through May 7, 1997. The audit
covered the period from inception of the mission's current water and wastewater activities on
August 29, 1979 through December 31, 1996. Field work was performed in the cities of

_Alexandria, Cairo, Suez, Ismailia, Port Said, Beni Suef, Fayoum, and Mansoura in Egypt,
primarily in the offices of USAID/Egypt, Government of Egypt water and wastewater
organizations, and the technical assistance contractors financed by USAID/Egypt.

As part of the audit, we assessed the management controls used by USAID/Egypt's Urban
Administration and Development Office to provide reasonable assurance that accurate
information on accomplishments was reported and planned results were achieved.- We obtained
an understanding of the significant management controls, determined if the controls were placed
in operation, and assessed control -risk. We did not evaluate compliance with applicable laws
and regulations because we did not identify any laws and regulations applicable to USAID/Egypt
which were significant to the audit objectives. 4

The audit was subject to one significant limitation. In reviewing whether information collected
and reported by USAID/Egypt was accurate, we compared the reported informatioI\ to some

4 Many of the requirements discussed in this audit report are related to the Government Performance and
Results Act of 1993. While USAID/Egypt's performance in meeting these requirements can help the Agency comply
with the Act, the Agency as a whole and not USAID/Egypt specifically is responsible for compliance with the Act.
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form of documentary evidence such as financial statements, ledgers, and other records kept by
Government of Egypt water and wastewater organizations. However, we did not audit these
financial statements, ledgers, and other records to verify that they were accurate. Had we
audited these records, we believe that it is likely that there would have been additional
adjustments to the information collected and reported by USAID/Egypt besides those discussed
on pages 5 through 8 and Appendix V of this report. We do not believe that these additional
adjustments would have significantly affected our conclusions. We did not audit-these records
because we did not have sufficient time or staff resources to undertake the required work.

The audit covered USAID/Egypt expenditures of $1.7 billion. The audit tests performed were
designed to provide reasonable assurance that our conclusions were correct. To assess whether
information collected and reported by USAID/Egypt was accurate, we used judgmental sampling
techniques to select 144 of the 178 items in the R4 dated May 2, 1996, the R4 dated September
23, 1996, and the draft R4 dated February 5, 1997 for verification. Essentially all items were
verified for which supporting documentary evidence was reasonably available. We tested a
relatively large sample because we believed that the management controls designed to provide
reasonable assurance that accurate information was reported were not operating effectively.

Methodology

Audit Objective 1

To answer this audit objective, which asked whether USAID/Egypt implemented planning and
performance measurement systems for its water and wastewater activities in accordance with
Agency directives, we reviewed USAID/Egypt's strategic plan, performance monitoring plan,
i:lild rl;:sults review and resource requests (R4s) for its water and wastewater activities. We
compared these documents with supporting reports, studies, training records, and other sources
of evidence to determine whether:

• the mission's strategic plan included required information;

• the mission's strategic plan was consistent with the Agency's strategic framework;

• plausible cause-and-effect relationships existed between the strategic objective,
intermediate results, and activities;

• performance indicators used by the mission were direct, objective, unidimensional, and
practical;

• information collected and reported by the mission was accurate;

J

-.
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• performance information was used to enhance program effectiveness.

We also interviewed USAID/Egypt staff, Government of Egypt officials, and contractor
personnel to obtain their views. In considering the results of our tests, we considered variances
or errors of 5 percent or more to be significant.

Audit Objective 2

To answer this objective, which asked whether USAID/Egypt's water and wastewater activities
were making satisfactory progress toward achieving the intended benefits, we compared planning
documents, agreements, and workplans with progress reports, completion certificates, and other
documentation. We also interviewed USAID/Egypt officials, contractor personnel, and
Government of Egypt officials to obtain their views. We considered variances of 10 percent or
more between planned and actual progress to be potentially significant.
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UNiTED STATE.S AGENCY f40r IN'I'ERNATlO NAL DE,VELOPNIt;N'l'
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JWi Z~ 19.IL

I4;m Mundy, RIOj Ale

T:mi Chr,t.!)JJen-wagner, D/D:R

Rp-vi~~d ~lasion Response :0 the Draft AudiL
Report ot USAIO/EgypL'Q W~~p.r and Wastewater
A~tiv:ti~s, dated May 1, 1997
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Exaqutiva 3umma£1 of the QbaDg~~_inoorpcrat.d in the r@vissd
response:

'::"he Miss ion prQv id<.:d i::.s iniLiCl.l !'~spmlf;f! to the sub: ect audit on
Ju:-.e 10, 1997. However, based on fur<.::her discussions, ami Cl.
deta':"led revie-w or Lhe RIG/Aje wnrking pap!;!!"!;! by DR/OAD and £i'M,
Mission has agreed to revi5e itfl response to reflCCl ,-h~ t:hange<l
proposed by RIG/A/C.

The Mission J.g:r:c.-ccl La rely 0.: Lh~ audited P~r(;;:!n';Qlgea derived
from the 60urce doc~~ent5 made available to R1G/A/C for ~ighL (}~
the: ;Ie, indicJ.tcrs. :'tlrLherrr,ot'~, tbe Missior. wi 11 contract wi:ll
an e~pert consultant to review the reported data for a:l
indicators. .l.nd RIG/Ale has <l':ln,,~d ttl rPol y on che consultant' s
opinion for any correcCive act~on~.

In addi t ion to reviewing t he reported data. the cal~s'~lL~Il:: "",i 11
c.uvelop a nll::miLut'~u9 plan l:,e> e'.Rur~ th~ ac~uracy ct tuture
reports sub~i7tect to the Mi!Joion under :he ':'ndicaLOt'l,;. Th~ plan.
will acld,n::s~ RQccmne:nd'll.lcms NIH'!. 1.;;', 1.3. and 1.4 afl tollClws:

A~6ign rp.spo~.El1h:ili~.y f.or collecting and repo~t:'a~+

performance ':'nforma:ion to spe~i[i~ ~ndividuals.

?:rovide marc specific: in .. t.ru<::tions an.d detinitions to
the individuals' and organizat~ans responsible for
pZ:Ov idillg infc):!"ma~.ion.

1\.L' !,Ol.ll!;Je [UL' ver i f iC:"It i en of t.ne accuracy of the
reported information.

L06 KllSr El Alni Stroot
GardEm Citl/
Clliro. Egypl
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In d8v~lop:ng t.h~ plQl~. the Missio:: will request the consu':"t.lLlL
to verity the lJossibiliLy of formally involving tha De ....e1QE:l:nent
InsLiLutiona in the process of collccling and reporting
information, To ensure eust.ainability of the corr~cLi....e action~,

~he MisRian will identify the Development In~titutions who wil:
provide trair.ilig t:c L':e {:ogni Z<lnt util~ties' oE'it:'lClla t() collect
~.he dat.a.

~:nal:y. t.he Strategic Objective T~~m will asaign specific roles
to the team members who wi 11 he responaible for follmsing-up on
the period i c reports ~ubmi.tted Jond the baael.'l of intormat io::
contained in the !·(,!pclrt,s.

Followinq is L:1E! de~.a i 1ed Mission response to the 9uhje.ct audit
report;

Recommendation No. 1.1

Correct the inaccu~at. information discuBsed i~ the draft report
for those p@rformance indicators which the M!§aion plans to
c~tinue to use.

'The Mis6ion agrees that ccrt<liA indicatnrR and data provided in
the 1996 Rcso·~rce. Req:u~et and ResultfJ Report (R-4:' WE,lre
, naccurate (At tac-hment 1), The in.H.'{:urat.e i nd icat ors a:".d
informatioA w~rE: unint~ntionally caused from tryi!lg t.o ~i t
speci~ic indicator~ for activities d~~i~g back fourteen ye~~s Or
rr-ora into lhO! UE:wl y tormulated St rategic Objcc~i vtl!t;.

RIC!Ale requ~!>L~d '.he Miss ion to review the accuz:'<OI~Y of t.he
information reported und~r 14 indic<JtOf"s, ~ission agrees to
.!:e .... iew the aCC-:llracy of the information pre: v iously TE!ported under
all of the indicators. In fact., Mi6sion is currently in lhe
~ruceHs of Gont~acting with an expert cOAsultant (~ttach~ent 2i,
whofJe first task i~ lo:

" Review recorda Olnd tinar.cia";' information u£ t'!ac-:h ot
t.he ut.ility organiz.ations La ~uffir.ient depth and
detail La v~rify <3c;:C'uracy ot repor'.:ed data cUltJ
!;luggest alternative values where appropriate".

Th~ consultant'a review will be based on the latl9st best reliable
documents, final aCt:'ount.e, and the census conducted in 199~.

~urthermore, RIG/Ale provided ~he Mission with the worki~g papers
containing specific information regarding additional nine
i~.d.icaLors th~t the Mi !;Ision is continuing to use. The working
papers were based on the latest dOt:'ument,at,1Qn t~at were available
at the Lime uf the audit, The technical office haa reviewed :he
working paperfJ and decided to rely on the audited information
pn')v iced by RTGI "'-Ie for eight of t he nine indicators.
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Pollowir.g are the Mis:;;ion CDmMent.a on the information p.rav:'dE'!d by
RIG/A/e:

(1) Indicator: ~lexa~d~1a waltewater conveyance aDO p~i~ry

tr4atm6Dt facilities. population se~ved by USAID·funded
infr~Btructure. The audit :lr.dings indicaLe a population ot 3.1
mi 11 ion i:--. 19 % compar~d Lo 2.4 mi 1 1 \ on reported in the R 4 for
Lh~ ..Himp. year. The ro1isaion agrees with the: rlnding. and w:'L.
correct tr.e infortl'.ilti.on p~'~viDusly Ti:!!?Qrted under the M<lrch 1997
R4.

(2) Indicator: Other ~jor ur~an OeDters wastewater conveyance
and treatment faciliti@s. population se~ved ~y USAID·funded
infrastrurztllre. The audit findings indicaLe Lhat. th~ report ed
(;lo~ulatien served in 1995 and 1'396 (0.5 <lnd 0.87 mi.:.: io::".
~e~pectively~ r~fle~t their number8 for the Canal CitJe~ alo~e,

and do;,;,bt that they include: FayDum. Mi!3sion statf met wit~~ the:
::-esponsible {;:ogni ztint statt in each of the fou= Gover:'lon'lt.es ar..d
the Suez Canal Author i t y. The Govf;!rnnll:mt 6tatf conf i~med thQ
ac~u!";;lCY of t.h~ numbers repor~ed by USAID, based on ch~ last
ce~gus (or ~ovcrnmenL best eS~lmate) c<lrri~d out in October 1985.

(3) Indie~tor: Alexandria wa~tewate~ O&M coat. ~overed by
retaineQ ;cevenues. The audit findings iudicat:.e t.hat th~

Alexandriil l,oIaste:""al..e~· ut:.ili~.y clo~a not retain revenues. Til'=!
authori ~y depos i ts tr.e reven'ole into the GCve~'nmE!nt CE:!r..t.TCl~· Bani;:
under the authQ~'iLy's name, :Out mOlY not. withdraw frorl'. the act:'Qunt,
.....ithout the permission of the Ministry of. Finan<":E;l. The int:ent 0:::
this indic<ltor waa not:. tD r!1f!il.E1ure whether full control i~

exercised by the utility over the ravenue~' bank ;;lecount. The
intent is, in fact. to.Cl mAiiS\lTf.! the di±terence between the
revenues generated by user fees .lnd ather IlClLU'(":E:!S, ana the total
op.eration:;; arld ma intenanr.f;! ~O'9t.s. To simpl ify the unc,Ii!'=:lltandi ng
of t.his indicator I the M.ission agrees La .='emovp. e',e word
"retained" f.t'olT. Lh1l! indicato"!" at~tement. :n addition ( M':"~sion

~greeEl that the percentage of cost recove=y achiAVE'!d should read
84% inst~ad or 3S~.

(4l IQdicator1 Cairo w~~tew~te~ ~ CQat. ~overed by retained
revonu••. Per the above discu~sion, the Mission agrees ~o remov~

·_he. word "ret.;;d n",d" from the ir.dicat.or st.at:e:rnent. Millsic;m also
agrees that the pcrc~~Lag~ C>~ r-ost recovery achieved should read
15% instead of 21%.
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{S) Indi~ator: cairo water OaK C08t8 ~overed by retained
revenl.lelil. The audit findings imH c::atr.! that the audit tC"<:lm
verified d 1~9fi v~lue of 62% versus a reported va]u~ 67%. rhe
a'Jdit findings were baaed On ap-ver('l.1 inconsi stenciea no\'..ed by to.hi;!
d.'.ldiLuI·/,j in the Teported revenues. The: Miasiun nbt.a~ned ::he
information from the mQsL n!cp.nt;. financial statement of Lh", CaiTO
'oiat".er A',Jt,horl t.y. However, since thc difference ncted is
insufficient to w'l.l.'rant. furt.her investigation at this point,
M:~s~an agree8 to rely on the audited 1996 baselinp- value of
52\.

t6) Indicator: Other major urban centers waetewater O&M ~oste

covered by retaJ.Jlec1 revenue.. Per t]1C di~cu,!,lsion above t the
Mission agrees to .I.'t!:move thE'! ....oTd "retained" from ':he indlcaLur
!ltatement"..

(7) Indic~to~: Minor urban centers wastewater O~ ~osts covered
by retained revenues. Per the di.CJlCU5Sion above, the Mis.s.l.oll
agrees t.O rp.mov~ th€ word II ::ret ained" frol1l. Lhe ir:di cato'!'"
statement.
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(8) Indi~ator~ Alexandria waBtew~ter organization delegated
approp~iate authcr1t1e8, cased on one third point for each of the
followi~ delegated autboritie~: retain revenues, interna:ly
manage personnel policy, and a performance based budget. Th~

£V:':'ssion SlCO.I.'C!d lwo t".hird.!;! U;7%) o! progress under this ind':'::atnr
~o reflect the ach':'evemen~ of two OU~ of the three measures ::
delegated a·...:Lhprity mentioned above. The two measur~.s cOIlsideTi;!d
ach ieved are; reta i.ned revenues, .:md pl2'.!'!:o!:mclnc:p' b.~sed budget.
'rile audit findinga indicate that 'I n 1996 the Alexandria
wa.stewater authority did not retain reVCI\ue:a Or interna lly manage
personnel policy in suppclrt;. of the Mi.s6ions score of b7t. ThE!
Mi.'JlE:"ion is aware that the authority doe.£! have a privat.e
commercial bank ace-Ount in it;.s name. However. it does noL
~~posit revenues in the account. Thcr~fore. the M;sBlon agrees
to change the r~partp.d flg1,.lre for 19915 to read :33% (account.ing
only for the ~erformance based budgel] .

19) Inc1ica~or= Cairo wa8t8Water organization delegated
appropr~.te authoriti~s, (Fer above 8tated me.8ur~ent under
inc1icato~ lS). The audit findin9s indicate that in 1~96 tr.~

Cairo authority did not retain revenues or in~ernal:y rnana~e

~ersonnel policy in support of the MlsBion's score of 67~.

RimilaT to finding No. S above. the Mission agree~ to change the
reporting figure for 1996 to re~d 33\ (accounting only for Lhe
p~rformance based budg=~:

Based on the above r ••olution of ree~ndatiODNo. 1.1. Clo8ure
will be r&quested upon correction of the infOrmAtion prev10ualy
reported, ba3ed on the above di.~u~sion8 and the reBu~t~ of the
oontractor's r8Vie~.
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Recommendation NOt~

Assign responaibil1ty for collecting aDd reporting performanc~

information to specific indiviQQals.

The Mi SSiOIl iOl in the'! rrQC'E;!S.'3 of cont raC':: in'] with an (i!XpeT7.
consul tant to undertake the dcs:g:-, clUJ i ni t: i at.e the
implcroet:taLior) of a monitoring program fer data coll~ctian ~nd

\/"I;!r\ f icat ion. In addition ':.0 ver':"fy ing -:hp. acr:llr~cy of the data
previously rcpQ%l~d, the can~u]tants's eta:eme~t of ~ork

(At"achme;:t 2) includes the follo'Ni~:g:

"Ide~tity cognizant individuCllfO and pO!;litions within
-::he uL iIi t.y org1:l.T117.at ion,; to be assigned the
responsibility for collecting and rp-porting
pcr(orm.cim:o= infDrr:1<;lt ion. II

In perfo.r:l'1i::g this LaJilk., the Mif>!;I i 01". wi 11 request the <:onsulLant:.
t.o verity the p08-sibility of forrr,ally involving r.he Development
!nstit.utions in :.hL'!: prnc:eas of collecting and reportinq
intormation. To ensure sust~inabiliLy ui tha co.rective actions.
Lh~ MildSioIl will lQ.E;!nt:.ify the Developnent Inst.itutions \oIho will
provide training to the cogni2~nL utilitie'!5' officials to colle~t

to.he'! dar.a.

In addition, th'i'! Str(lt".egic Objective ':.'ea':ll will assign. 1:Ipec:ific:
roles to the team members who will be r(i!H~~nsib]e for tollowing
up on t:.he period ic: reports aubrni t ted to verify the infc:.rmat :'cm
contained in the reports.

Base~ on the .b~Ye. the HiseicD r8qu~sts resol~ti~ of
r&eommsndation No. 1.2 upon issuance of the final audit report.
ClosQre will ce r.qu••ted fro~ K/MPI/XIC upon ~Qmpletion of the
above &J:ltionB.

RecOllllllElnda t ion No.1. 3

Provide more specific inst~uction. and definitions to the
individuals and organizations responaible for p~oviding

in£Or1lUltiQl:L.

~he consultant's statement of work, ~eferred to under
~~commendaLicrt 1.2 abovE;!, includes the folloWing functions:

IIEatabli~h report format that would be used by t.he
responsible individuals ~rtd organizations to repor~

Lhe requir..d inforl11<ltion to USAID on a rcgula.r i:::aai81.
The report format should includ~ che foI1owiT1g:
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Ea8e line, targets, and/o:r: per'foxmance indicator:;
being reported again~t,

ur.i ts of prmjr"lE'lI',l!performance being n:-port..ed.

Audit trail and Teferenc:e to source doc:umeLlLs,
financial 5tatements, or official ,~~orts that sho~ld

be.- used to collEct and report :::he ':"nformatioLl.

Level of rE!:li<lbi:ity of each source document used".

aa••d on ehe abov~, Mission reque~t~ resolution of recommendation
No. ~.3 ~pon iaeuance of th. f~nal audit report. Closure will be
reque.ted from K/MPI/MIC upon awardiqg the abov. ~cntr.ct.

ReCommendation NQt~

Arr~ge for verification of the aceuracy of the reported
infcr.m&tion.

Th(! contractor' S slat.~ment of \110,1<;, mentioned above, includc~ :..ba
following tuncticns;

"8stabl ish a regular moniloL' i::g and rev i ew plan ~ 0
verify and rp.port on the accuracy of informat~on,

The Plan should identify cont::'ols to b"l tE'..!;lted,
source: dOCuments to nf'l ri;lviewed. and .formal
aut.hentications to be verified. The ~lan should also
allow for redeterm:ning the level ot reliability of
each source document on a periodic basis".
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Baaed on the above, Mission requ••tl relolution of recommendation
Nc. 1.4 upon i8suan~e of the final ~~it report. Clo8ure will h~

requested from N!MPI/MIC upon awardin~ t~. above contra~t,
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Glossary of Terms Used in This Report

Agency goal - A long-term development result in a specific area to which USAID programs contribute
and which has been identified as a specific goal by the Agency.

Baseline information - The value of a performance indicator at the beginning of a period. Baseline
information is used for comparison when measuring progress toward a planned result or objective.

Direct - A performance indicator is direct if it measures as closely as possible the result it is intended to
measure. A performance indicator which is not direct would be called a proxy indicator.

Intermediate result - A key result which must occur in order to achieve a strategic objective.

Objective - A performance indicator is objective if there is no ambiguity about what is being measured;
that is, there is general agreement over interpretation of results.

Performance indicator - A particular characteristic or dimension used to measure intended change.

Practical - A performance indicator is practical if data can be obtained in a timely way and at a reasonable
cost.

Project - The total, discrete endeavor to create, through the provision of personnel, equipment, and/or
capital funds, a finite result directly related to a discrete development problem.

R4 - Abbreviation of "results review and resource request," an annual·submission by USAID operating
units which describes results achieved during the preceding year and outlines budget requirements for
future years.

Results package - Consists of people, funding, authorities, aCtiVIties, and associated documentation
required to achieve a specified result within an established time frame.

Special objective - The result of an activity or group of activities which do not qualify as a strategic
objective, but support other U.S. Goverrunent assistance objectives. A special objective is small in
relation to the portfolio as a whole.

Strategic objective - The most ambitious result (intended measurable change) that a USAID operating unit,
along with its partners, can materially affect and for which it is willing to be held accountable.

Unidimensional - A performance indicator is unidimensional if it measures only one phenomenon.
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Financial Status of USAID/Egypt Water and Wastewater Activities
as of December 31, 1996 - Unaudited

Activity Planned Obligations Accrued
Funding Expenditures

Alexandria Wastewater System
Expansion (Project No. 263-0100) $425,000,000 $424,924,045 $413,837,144

Provincial Cities Development
(Project No. 263-0161.03) 113,255,000 104,139,686 101,389,517

Cairo Sewerage II (Project Nos.
263-0173.00 and 263-0173.01) 813,000,000 770,999,812 745,254,440

Canal Cities Water and
Wastewater Phase II (Project No.
263-0174) 380,000,000 380,000,000 253,994,945

Cairo Water II (Project No: 263-
0139) 145,000,000 145,000,000 128,545,668

Secondary Cities Development
(Project No. 263-0236) 215,000,000 82,098,882 9,805,996

Total $2,091,255,000 $1,907,162,425 $1,652,827,710

Source: USAID/Egypt Mission Accounting and Control System
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Strategic objective 6: Increased access to and sustainability of water and wastewater services

Percent of total population
served directly by piped
connection to the water
supply and wastewater
systems

Cairo water - 96 % Cairo water - unsupported -

Cairo wastewater - 75% Cairo wastewater - -
unsupported

Alexandria water - not Alexandria water - not -
reported reported

Alexandria wastewater - 81 % Alexandria wastewater - 81 % 0%

Canal cities wastewater - Canal cities wastewater - (154%)
35% 89%

Middle Egypt: Middle Egypt:
Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -

Minia water - 84% Minia water - not verified -

Beni Suef water - 77 % Beni Suef water - unsupported -

Secondary Cities water - 90% Secondary Cities water - 97% (8%)

Secondary Cities wastewater - Secondary Cities wastewater - 17%
80% 66%
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Volume of billed water per
person served per day or
wastewater collected per
person per day (in liters per
person per day)

Cairo water - 114 Cairo water - unsupported -

Cairo wastewater - not Cairo wastewater - not .
reported reported

Alexandria water· 400 Alexandria water - not verified -
(estimated)
Alexandria wastewater - 234 Alexandria wastewater - .

unsupported

Canal cities - not reported Canal cities - not reported -

Middle Egypt: Middle Egypt:
Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water· not reported -

Minia water - 29 Minia water - not verified -

Beni Suef water - 34 Beni Suef water - unsupported -

Secondary Cities water - 190 Secondary Cities water - -
unsupported

Secondary Cities wastewater· Secondary Cities wastewater - -
100 unsupported
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Percent of total operating and
maintenance cost covered by
retained revenues

Cairo water - 49% Cairo water - 68 % (39%)

Cairo wastewater - 61 % Cairo wastewater - 0% 100%

Alexandria water - not Alexandria water - not -
reported reported

Alexandria wastewater - 34 % Alexandria wastewater - 0% 100%

Middle Egypt: Middle Egypt:
Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -

Minia water - 59% Minia water - 0% 100%

Beni Suef water - 36% Beni Suef water - 0% 100%

Secondary Cities water - Secondary Cities water - 0% 100%
130%

Secondary Cities wastewater - Secondary Cities wastewater - 100%
150% 0%
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Result 6.1: Improved recovery of O&M costs

Percent billed actually
collected

Water utilities: Water utilities:
Cairo - 64% Cairo - 61 % 5%

Alexandria - 75% Alexandria - not verified -

Fayoum - not reported Fayoum - not reported -

Minia - 81 % Minia - not verified -

Beni Suef - 59% Beni Suef - unsupported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -

reported reported

Wastewater utilities: Wastewater utilities: (7%)
Cairo - 57% Cairo - 61 %

Alexandria - 75% Alexandria - unsupported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Operating costs per cubic
meter sold or collected by the
system

Cairo water - LE 0.22 Cairo water - LE 0.22 0%

Cairo wastewater - LE 0.10 Cairo wastewater - not -
verified

Alexandria wastewater - LE Alexandria wastewater - -
0.05 unsupported

Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -

Minia water - LE 0.35 Minia water - not verified -

Beni Suef water - LE 0.41 Beni Suef water - unsupported -

Secondary Cities water - LE Secondary Cities water - -
0.17 unsupported

Secondary Cities wastewater - Secondary Cities wastewater - -
LE 0.18 unsupported

Tariff revenue as percent of
operating and maintenance
costs

Cairo water - 77% Cairo water - 45 % 42%

Cairo wastewater - 39% Cairo wastewater - 22% 44%

Alexandria wastewater - 31 % Aiexandria wastewater - 25% 19%

Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -

Minia water - 73% Minia water - not verified -

Beni Suef water - 81 % Beni Suef water - unsupported -

Secondary Cities - 50% Secondary Cities - -
unsupported

Result No. 6.2: Improved decentralized utility management
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Percent of total work force
covered by personnel policy
internally developed and fully
implemented by the utility

Cairo water - 0% Cairo water - not verified -

Cairo wastewater - 0% Cairo wastewater - 0% 0%

Alexandria wastewater - 0% Alexandria wastewater - 0% 0%

Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -

Minia water - 0% Minia water - not verified -

Beni Suef water - 0% Beni Suef water - 0% 0%

Secondary Cities - 0% Secondary Cities - 0% 0%

Percent of operating and
maintenance budget allocated
to cost centers by a detailed
chart of accounts

Cairo water - 0% Cairo water - 0% 0%

Cairo wastewater - 0% Cairo wastewater - 0% 0%

Alexandria wastewater - 0% Alexandria wastewater - 0% 0%

Fayoum water - 0% Fayoum water - not verified -

Minia water - 0% Minia water - not verified -

Beni Suef water - 0% Beni Suef water - 0% 0%

Secondary Cities - 0% Secondary Cities - 0% . 0%
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Percent of capital
development and replacement
budget based on utility's
planning system

Cairo water - 10% Cairo water - unsupported -

Cairo wastewater - 21 % Cairo wastewater - not -
verified

Alexandria wastewater - 29% Alexandria wastewater· 29% 0%

Fayoum water - 0% Fayoum water· not verified -

Minia water· 0% Minia water - not verified -

Beni Suef water - 0% Beni Suef water - not verified -

Secondary Cities - 0% Secondary Cities - 0% 0%
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Result 6.3: Improved capacity to deliver services

Water supply billed as percent
of water supply produced

Cairo water - 70% Cairo water - 75% (7%)

Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -

Minia water - 57% Minia water - not verified -

Beni Suef water - 49% Beni Suef water - not verified -

Secondary Cities - 50% Secondary Cities - -
(estimated) unsupported

Percent of time water supply
source facilities provide
uninterrupted service

Cairo water - not reported Cairo water - not reported -

Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -

Minia water - not reported Minia water - not reported -

Beni Suef water - not reported Beni Suef water - not reported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported

3(
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Percent of total staff involved
in operations and maintenance
service

Cairo water - 33 % Cairo water - 48% (45%1

Cairo wastewater - 87% Cairo wastewater - 91 % (5%)

Alexandria wastewater - 80% Alexandria wastewater - 81 % 1%

Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -

Minia water - not reported Minia water - not reported -

Beni Suef water - not reported Beni Suef water - not reported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported

Percent of major facilities
covered by maintenance
management systems

Cairo water - not reported Cairo water: not reported -

Cairo wastewater - 15 % Cairo wastewater - not -
verified

Alexandria wastewater - Alexandria wastewater - 0%
100% 100%

Fayoum water - not reported Fayoum water - not reported -
Minia water - not reported Minia water - not reported -

Beni Suef water - not reported Beni Suef water - not reported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported
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Draft Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated February 5, 1997
(Data As Of June 30, 1995 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported

Percent of wastewater
collected being treated

Cairo - 66%

Alexandria - 84%

Secondary cities - not
reported

Summary results:

Verified

Cairo - not verified

Alexandria - unsupported

Secondary cities - not
reported

Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Reported figure was accurate within + /- 5 percent of the verified amount: 15 items

Reported figure was not accurate within + /- 5 percent of the verified amount: 18 items

Unsupported (includes cases where there was no evidence to support the reported value and
cases where the reported value was obviously incorrect but it was not practical to obtain the
correct value): 19 items

Not verified: 20 items

Total: 72 items
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Strategic objective 6: Increased access to and sustainability of water and wastewater services
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated September 23, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Result 6.1: Improved recovery of O&M costs

0%

25%

33%

(9%)

100%

(24%)

Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Verified

Alexandria - 3.1

Secondary Cities - 0.2

Cairo - unsupported

Canal Cities - 0.9

Alexandria - not verified

Secondary Cities 
unsupported

Provincial Cities - not verified

Canal Cities - 0.8

Cairo - 10.9

Alexandria - unsupported

Not reported

Secondary Cities - 0.0

Cairo - unsupported

Reported

Cairo - 14.0

Alexandria - 2.5

Provincial Cities - 1.0

Secondary Cities - 0.2

Canal Cities - 1.2

Not reported.

Secondary Cities - 0.2

Alexandria - 3.2

Operating ratio

Secondary Cities - 0.6

Alexandria - 3.2

Canal Cities - 1.2

Estimated population with
access to improved water
supply (millions)

Estimated population served
by improved sewage
treatment (millions)

Cairo - 14.0

Estimated population
connected to improved
sewerage systems (new
connections) (millions)

-Cairo - 10.0
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated September 23, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Percent of total O&M costs
recovered in targeted cities

Water utilities: Water utilities:
Cairo - 66% Cairo - 62% 6%

Alexandria - not reported Alexandria - not reported -

Secondary cities - not Secondary cities - not -
reported reported

Wastewater utilities: Wastewater utilities: -
Cairo - 11 % Cairo - not verified

Alexandria - 65 % Alexandria - 84% (29%)

Secondary cities - not Secondary cities - not -
reported reported

Increase in the price of water
(national)

Cairo - LE 0.10 Cairo - LE 0.00 100%

Alexandria - lE 0.22 Alexandria - not verified -

Canal Cities - LE 0.25 Canal Cities - LE 0.00 100%

Secondary Cities - LE 0.25 Secondary Cities - -
unsupported
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated September 23, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Annual percentage increase in
the surcharge of the
wastewater tariffs on the
wastewater bills of targeted
cities

Cairo - 20% Cairo - 0% 100%

Alexandria - 50% Alexandria - 75% (50%)

Canal Cities - 50% Canal Cities - 0% 100%

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported

Result No. 6.2: Improved decentralized utility management

Number of autonomous water
and wastewater organizations
raising and retaining revenue

Cairo - 0 Cairo·O 0%

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Number of financial systems
installed based on economic
authority principals

Cairo - 1 Cairo - 0 100% .
Alexandria - 1 Alexandria - 1 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated September 23, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Number of locally based utility
organizations

Cairo - 2 Cairo - 2 0%

Alexandria - 2 Alexandria - 2 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 2 Secondary Cities - 2 0%

Provincial Cities - not Provincial Cities - not reported -
reported.

Adoption of decentralized
personnel plans

Cairo - 0 Cairo - not verified -

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 0 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Provincial Cities - not reported Provincial Cities - not reported -

Trained management

Not reported. Not reported -
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Results Review and Resource Request {R4} Dated September 23, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Result 6.3: Improved capacity to deliver services

Percent of utility service area
wastewater collected and
treated

Cairo - 35% Cairo - not verified -

Alexandria - 75% Alexandria - unsupported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported

Number of sewerage
treatment plants or enhanced
collection and treatment
systems

Cairo - 2 Cairo - 2 0%

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 2 (not meaningful)

Canal Cities - 2 Canal Cities - 2 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Volume of sewerage treated in
treatment plants (thousands of
cubic meters per day)

Cairo - 660 Cairo - not verified - .

Alexandria - 600 Alexandria - unsupported -

Canal Cities - not reported Canal Cities - not reported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated September 23, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Number of water treatment
plants and reservoirs or
enhanced distribution systems

Cairo - 0 Cairo - 5 (not meaningful)

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 0 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Volume of potable water
supplied via water treatment
plants

Cairo - 0 Cairo - 1.4 billion cubic meters (not meaningful)

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 0 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Operating cost per cubic
meter produced

Not reported. Not reported. -

Percent operators licensed

Not reported. Not reported. -

Percent indirect to total staff

Not reported. Not reported. -



-

Not verified: 7 items

Total: 53 items

Reported figure was accurate within + 1- 5 percent of the verified amount: 23 items

Reported figure was not accurate within + 1- 5 percent of the verified amount: 16 items

Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

VerifiedReported

Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated September 23, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Appendix V
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Summary results:

Unsupported (includes cases where there was no evidence to support the reported value and
cases where the reported value is obviously incorrect but it was not practical to obtain the
correct value): 7 items
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated May 2, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Strategic objective 6: Increased access to and sustainability of water and wastewater services

Estimated population
connected to improved
sewerage systems (new
connections)

Cairo - 0

Alexandria - 0

Canal Cities - 0

Secondary Cities - 0

Estimated population served
by improved sewage
treatment

Cairo - 0

Alexandria - 0

Canal Cities - 0

Secondary Cities - 0

Estimated population with
access to improved water
supply

Cairo - 0

Alexandria - 0

Secondary Cities - 0

Provincial Cities - 0

Operating ratio

Not reported.

Cairo - unsupported

Alexandria - unsupported

Canal Cities - 0.8

Secondary Cities - 0.0

Cairo - 10.9

Alexandria - 3.1

Canal Cities - 0.9

Secondary Cities - 0.2

Cairo - unsupported

Alexandria - not verified

Secondary Cities 
unsupported

Provincial Cities - not verified

Not reported

(not meaningful)

0%

(not meaningful)

(not meaningful)

(not meaningful)

(not meaningful)

Result 6.1: Improved recovery of O&M costs
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated May 2, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Percent of total O&M costs
recovered in targeted cities

Water utilities: Water utilities:
Cairo - 66% Cairo - 62% 6%

Alexandria - not reported Alexandria - not reported -

Secondary cities - not Secondary cities - not -
reported reported

Wastewater utilities: Wastewater utilities: -
Cairo - 11 % Cairo - not verified

Alexandria - 65% Alexandria - 84% (29%)

Secondary cities - not Secondary cities - not -
reported reported

Increase in the price of water
(national)

Cairo - LE 0.10 Cairo - LE 0.00 100%

Alexandria - LE 0.22 Alexandria - not verified -

Canal Cities - LE 0.25 Canal Cities - LE 0.00 100%

Secondary Cities - LE 0.25 Secondary Cities - -
unsupported
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Results Review and Resource Request {R4} Dated May 2, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Annual percentage increase in
the surcharge of the
wastewater tariffs on the
wastewater bills of targeted
cities

Cairo - 20% Cairo - 0% 100%

Alexandria - 50% Alexandria - 75% (50%)

Canal Cities - 50% Canal Cities - 0% 100%

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported

Result No. 6.2: Improved decentralized utility management

Number of autonomous water
and yvastewater organizations
raising and retaining revenue

Cairo - 0 Cairo - 0 0%

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Number of financial systems
installed based on economic
authority principals

Cairo - 1 Cairo - 0 100%

Alexandria - 1 Alexandria - 1 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

-
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated May 2, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Number of locally based utility
organizations

Cairo - 2 Cairo - 2 0%

Alexandria - 2 Alexandria - 2 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 2 Secondary Cities - 2 0%

Provincial Cities - not Provincial Cities - not reported -
reported.

Adoption of decentralized
personnel plans

Cairo - 0 Cairo - not verified -

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 0 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Provincial Cities - not reported Provincial Cities - not reported -

Trained management

Not reported. Not reported -
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated May 2, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Result 6.3: Improved capacity to deliver services

Percent of utility service area
wastewater collected and
treated

Cairo - 35% Cairo - not verified -

Alexandria - 75% Alexandria - unsupported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported

Number of sewage treatment
plants or enhanced collection
and treatment systems

Cairo - 0 Cairo - 2 (not meaningful)

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 2 (not meaningful)

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 2 (not meaningful)

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Volume of sewage treated in
treatment plants (thousands of
cubic meters per day)

Cairo - 660 Cairo - not verified -

Alexandria - 600 Alexandria - unsupported -

Canal Cities - not reported Canal Cities - not reported -

Secondary Cities - not Secondary Cities - not -
reported reported
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated May 2, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported Verified Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Number of water treatment
plants and reservoirs or
enhanced distribution systems

Cairo - 0 Cairo - 5 (not meaningful)

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 0 0%

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Volume of potable water
supplied via water treatment
plants

Cairo - 0 Cairo - 1.4 billion cubic meters (not meaningful)

Alexandria - 0 Alexandria - 0 0%·

Canal Cities - 0 Canal Cities - 0 0%

Secondary Cities - 0 Secondary Cities - 0 0%

Operating cost per cubic
meter produced

Not reported. Not reported. -
Percent operators licensed

Not reported. Not reported. -

Percent indirect to total staff

Not reported. Not reported. -
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Results Review and Resource Request (R4) Dated May 2, 1996
(Data As Of June 30, 1996 Unless Otherwise Stated)

Reported

Summary results:

Verified' Difference as a
Percentage of

Reported Amount

Reported figure was accurate within + /- 5 percent of the verified amount: 21 items

Reported figure was not accurate within + /- 5 percent of the verified amount: 18 items

Unsupported (includes cases where there was no evidence to support the reported value and
cases where the reported value is obviously incorrect but it was not practical to obtain the
correct value): 7 items

Not verified: 7 items

Total: 53 items
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